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The probability cf hitting a target of radius "r"
with "b !t bombs is calculated and tabled for given values of
CEP of a TPQ system. For each CEP, "r" varies from 10 to
100 meters and "b" varies from 1 to 6, 10, or 20 depending
on the bomb load. These probabilities are compared graphically
to analyze the difference in hit probabilities for different
drop release modes (single, cluster and ripple), different
target sizes, and different target location errors.
Three TPQ-10 T s and three, two and one TPQ-27 are
operated in a computer model of a Marine Amphibious Force
operation, statistics are gathered on the number of targets
hit with each system and their relative effectiveness is
compared. It is concluded that under certain conditions
two TPQ-2?' s can be at least as effective as three TPQ-10's
and that in a few specific situations one TPQ-27 can perform
as effectively as three TPQ-10's.
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Close Air Support of ground forces has been a primary
mission of Marine Corps Aviation ever since 1927, when the
first air attack to be controlled by ground forces occurred
in Nicaragua. During the Korean conflict the Marine Corps
close air support capabilities were enhanced by the AN/MPQ-14
conical scan tracking radar and DC analog computer, which
gave the ground units all-weather air support. In I960, a
second generation unit, the Radar Course Directing Central
AN/TPQ-10, was placed into the Marine Corps inventory and
subsequently served throughout the Vietnam conflict.
A third generation radar controlled bombing system,
known as the Radar Course Directing Central AN/TPQ-27, has
been developed by RCA Corporation and is currently undergoing
operational evaluation at Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base
in Southern California. The TPQ-27 is presently scheduled
to replace the TPQ-10 in the Marine Corps inventory on a
one for one basis upon its acceptance by the Marine Corps.
B. INTENT OF STUDY
The purpose of this thesis is to compare the new TPQ-27
system and the old TPQ-10 system. The systems will be com-
pared during their operation in the environment of a Marine
Amphibious Force operation. Additionally, the probability
of hitting a target under various TPQ system, target, and

aircraft parameters will be examined. Specifically, this
thesis will investigate:
1. How do the TPQ-27 and the TPQ-10, in the same tac-
tical environment, compare in effectiveness when the TPQ-27
replaces the TPQ-10 one for one?
2. Can the TPQ-27, in a Marine Amphibious Force sized
operation, replace the TPQ-10 on less than a one for one
basis and obtain the same level of effectiveness? For
example, can two TPQ-27 's be at least as effective as
three TPQ-10' s?
3. V/ith a TPQ system, and a certain size target, what
is the probability, given, the TPQ system's CEP, that you
will hit that target with at least one bomb? At least two
bombs? At least M bombs, where M varies from 1 to a maximum
value equal to the number of bombs dropped?
C. METHOD OF STUDY
To compare the TPQ-27 system with the TPQ-10 system,
each will be operated, through simulation, in a computer
model of the ground controlled radar bombing operations of
a Marine Amphibious Force in a generalized tactical environ-
ment. This model is based on the notional Marine Amphibious
Force described in Ref. 1. The primary measure of effective-
ness is the total number of targets hit. Statistical analysis
of the results of the simulation is used to make the
conclusions
.
To investigate the probabilities of hitting the target
with a TPQ system a computer simulation model of a

TPQ-aircraft-target system was developed. The simulation
involves dropping hundreds of thousands of bombs over a
wide range of target sizes (with and without target loca-
tion errors) and CEP's, to gather meaningful statistics.
CEP functions for each system were derived from data in
Ref. 2 and Ref. 3. Tables were generated to provide easy
access to the probabilities and their respective confidence
bounds. Values of these probabilities are tabled for:
1. Cluster release (all bombs dropped together)
2. Ripple release (each bomb released a fraction of a
second apart)
3. Single release (one bomb released at a time)
4. Cluster release with a target location error.
These tables make for interesting comparisons between type
of drop and the probabilities of hitting a target, and also
the effect that an error in the location of the target can
have on the probability of hitting the target and the change
in this effect as the CEP and the target size change.

II. DETERMINATION 0? HIT PROP ABILITIES FOR TPQ SYSTEMS
One of the questions that this thesis examines is what
are the probabilities of hitting targets of various sizes
given the Circular Error Probable (CEP) of the system? To
answer this question a model was made consisting of a TPQ
system, an aircraft with an ordnance load of n bombs, and
a target of radius r. A FORTRAN computer program was then
used to simulate the model on the computer and sufficient




The bomb dropping model consists of an aircraft which
carries n 500 pound Mk 82 bombs, a TPQ system with known CEP
characteristics, a target of radius r, and a target location
error e. The aircraft has the capability to drop its ordnance
in either the single, cluster, or the ripple mode. In the
single mode,, it drops one bomb at a time (one bomb per run),
n times. In the cluster mode, the aircraft drops its entire
bomb load simultaneously. In the ripple mode the bomber
releases each bomb t seconds apart. The CEP of the radar
system, and the ballistic dispersion characteristics of the
bombs are used as parameters to randomly generate bomb impact
points. The distance between the impact point and the true
target center can then be compared to the target radius to
determine, for each bomb, whether or not a hit occurred.

In this model these outcomes are considered Bernoulli trials
and are classified as "success" and "failure" . A success
is a target hit a.nc. a failure is a miss. The probability
p of hitting the target is then calculated using the results
of these Bernoulli trials.
Figure II. A. 1 shows the flow of the model. With inputs
of target location error, drop mode, and bomber altitude,
n bombs are dropped b times for each probability sought.
The output shows this probability and the confidence interval
around it. Probabilities of hitting a target of radius r
with m or mere bombs are calculated where r ranges from 10
to 100 meters in 10 meter intervals, and m ranges from 1
to n, the total number of bombs dropped.
1. Cir c ular Error Probable (CEP)
CEP is defined as the radius of the circle centered
at the mean (target center) which contains 50$ of the bomt
impact points. Page 29 of Ref. H shows that the CEP is
based en a bivariate normal distribution - the horizontal,
or deflection, and the vertical, or range, positions from
the target center are independent and normally distributed.
It further shows the standard deviations of both range and
deflection to be equal to the CEP divided by 1.177^.
The CEP of the TPQ system can be divided into two
components, system and ballistic. The ballistic component
is caused by ballistic dispersion of the bomb from the time
it is released from the aircraft to the time it hits the
ground. The system component of the CEP is a result of all

inputs
- target locatior error
- drop mode
- interval ometer setting
- aircraft altitude
- aircraft bomb 1 oad
- initial CEP






- probability of hitting
target of radius r with












Figure II. A. 1. Flow of Bomb Dropping Model
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factors other than ballistic. The ballistic and system
components will be referred to as ballistic CEP and system
CEP, and they can each be partitioned into range and deflec-
tion components. It is assumed that the ballistic error
and the system error are independent. This assumption is
reasonable considering that in this model all bomb releases
are made from level flight at constant airspeed. Ballistic
error is a function only of the trajectory through which
the bomb falls. The trajectory of the Mk 82 bomb is tabled
in Ref. 5 as a function of release parameters, and the
ballistic dispersion characteristics of the Mk 82 bomb are
reported in Ref. 6. For the airspeed/altitude combination
of 500KTAS/20000FT, a 200 foot altitude error and/or a
5 KTAS error in airspeed, constitute deviations in release
parameters of 1% and result in ballistic dispersion errors
of less than 0.5%- It seems that for an aircraft under auto-
matic flight control, airspeed or altitude errors as high
as 1% could be considered excessive. In fact, errors in
airspeed greater than 5 KTAS and in altitude greater than
100 feet at 20000 feet were cause for disqualification of
the bombing run in the TPQ-27 test plan. It is felt that
such small errors have negligible effects on the trajectory
and that therefore the assumption of independence is
justified. It should be noted that the tables in Ref. 5
assume an ejection velocity of zero and that this assumption
therefore also applies to this model.
11

a. Syster. Error CEP ^
The component of SEP due to syster. error is the
reason that the pattern center 3 or mean poir.t of impact (MPI)
of the bombs dropped does ret coincide with the target center.
If there were- :.: system error then the only error would be
entirely attributable to ballistic dispersion. If a group
of bombs is cropped at precisely the correct release point
for a given target then system errcr is zero and their impact
points should be scattered at cut that target according to
the bivariate ronaal distribution with mean equal to the
target center ana standard deviations in the range and
deflection direction a function of the ballistic CE? and
trajectory. Thus If the system errcr is zero, then the
MPI and the target center v;ill coincide. On the other hand,
if there were no ballistic dispersion, only system errcr,
then all the bombs released together wculd impact the grour.
at one point - the MPI.
b. Ballistic Dispersion CZ?
The CE? due only tc ballistic dispersion is
what causes the bomb impact pattern about the MPI. The
bombs are distributed about the :•'.?! according to the bivari-
ate normal distribution. The range and deflection standard




2. Calculations of the Standard Deviations From CEP
a. Standard Deviation from Ballistic CEP
Ref. 6 gives the CEP of ballistic dispersion,
CEP(B), for the Mk 82 bomb as 2.9 mils in the plane normal
to the trajectory. This means that for every 1000 feet of
trajectory, the bomb disperses in a circular normal fashion
from the centerline of the trajectory with a CEP(B) of 2.9
feet. This dispersion in terms of standard deviation from
ballistics in deflection, SDBD, is equal to CEP(B)/1 . 1774
.
The standard deviation from ballistics in range, SDBR, has
the same value in the plane perpendicular to the trajectory
and has the value of CEP(B)/(1. 1774 x SIN w) when projected
on the ground, w is the angle which the trajectory of the
bomb makes with the ground. Thus,
2 46SDBD = X%Y7T = 2 * 46 mils
= XM§[traJectory(feet)]
qnRR . 2.46 mils _ 2.46 trajectory rf _pnSDB SIN~^ 1000 X SIN w Ueetj.
b. Standard Deviation from Total CEP
The total standard deviation in range, SDTR, and






SDTD = 1.1774 '
c. Standard Deviation From System
Because the total range and deflection errors
are each normally distributed about the mean, and the
ballistic and system range and deflection errors are also
normally distributed about their means, the system standard
deviations can be calculated directly.
SDTR2 = SDBR2 + SDSR 2
SDTD2 = SDBD 2 + SDSD 2
therefore
,
SDSR = (SDTR2 - SDBR2 )^
SDSD = (SDTD 2 - SDBD 2 )**
3. Simulation of Dropping the Bombs
Now that the standard deviations are known the bomb
dropping simulation can be formulated. The first point to
find on the ground is the MPI. Since it is bivariate nor-
mally distributed about the target with mean range = 0,
mean deflection = 0, and standard deviations SDSR, SDSD, this

















The target aimed at is the center (0,0), in a r^ctangul r
coordinate system X,Y. The MPI is a point (X,Y) where
X - N(0,SDSD), and Y - N(0,SDSR). A normal random number
generator is used in the computer program. If there is a
target location error then the deflection error, XACT, and
/or the range error, YACT, will be greater than zero and
the MPI becomes (X-XACT,Y-YACT) relative to the true target.
XACT and YACT are the X and Y distances between the real
target center and the point thought to be the target center.
The target, the MPI, and the bomb impact points are shown in
Fig. II. A. 2.
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The next step is to generate the same number of
bomb impact points as the number of bombs dropped on this
run. If there are N bombs dropped, then these points,
(XI, Yl)., i = 1,N, are each generated with XI ~ N(0,SDBD),
and Yl ~ N(0,SDBR). Thus N bomb impact points are now
scattered about the origin. By adding X to each XI and Y
to each Yl the bomb impact points are translated to a new
coordinate system parallel to the old one but with the MP
I
as center. The distance between each impact point and the
true target center is now determined by
DIS = distance = ( (X-XACT+X1) 2+(Y-YACT+Yl) 2 )**
where XACT and YACT are each equal to zero if there is no
target location error.
The only change necessary if the drop is made in
the ripple mode is a range correction for each bomb. It is
assumed that the ripple drop is made so that the center of
the "stick" coincides with the target aimed at. This can be
thought of as a changing Y coordinate in the MPI for each
bomb. This value of the Y coordinate for the nth bomb, call
it Y12(n), is,
for N even,




Y12(n)=(Y+l-n)x(speed of aircraft )x(intervalometer time)
where N is the total number of bombs, L.nd
n = 1,N.
The distance between bomb impact points and true target
center is the same as above except that Y is replaced by Y12
4. Calculation of Results
To determine the probability of hitting the target,
with m bombs, n bombs are dropped on the target 100 times,
where n is the total number of bombs carried by the aircraft
For each of the 100 trials, if m or more bombs hits within
the target radius, a success is scored. The total number
of successes scored in the 100 trials divided by 100, the
total number of trials, is, as shown in Ref. 7, an efficient






As shown on pp. 99-103 of Ref. 8, a confidence













A detailed flowchart of the computer model is
contained in Appendix A. A listing of the computer program
is provided in Appendix 3.
B. RESULTS
The computer output from the simulation is presented in
Appendix C. The output is in the form of tables which give
both the probability of hitting a target of "M" meters radius
with "B" or more bombs and a 95% confidence interval for
the probability. Individual tables present the results for
different CEP's, different release conditions (cluster,
ripple, and single drops), different bomb loads, and differ-
ent values of target location error. All of the combinations
utilized were tested against ten different target sizes. The
target sizes utilized were 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, and 100 meter radius targets.
Tables II. B.I and II. B. 2 indicate which combination
were investigated in the simulation. A "x" indicates that
that particular combination of factors was simulated.
Utilizing the data presented in Appendix C, three
different types of graphs were constructed. The first type
plotted the probability of hitting a target of given size
with one or more bombs vs. CEP for different values of
target location error. These graphs are presented in Figures
II.B.l to II. B. 4. The second type of graph plotted showed
the probability of hitting a target of given size with one
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are presented in Figures TLB. 5 to II. B. 8. The third type
of graph plotted the probability of hitting a target, of
given size and with a given system CEP, with "N" or more
bombs vs. "N" bombs for different delivery modes. Delivery
modes utilized were cluster drop, single drop, and ripple
drop with the .10 second intervalometer setting. These
graphs are presented as Figures II. B. 9 to II.B.16.
1. Analysis of Target Location Errors
The graphs in Figures II.B.l to II. B. 4 show the
variation in the sensitivity of the objective function
(hitting the target) to the degree of target location error.
It is noted that as CEP increases the probability of hitting
the target is sensitive to the degree of error in the location
of the target up to a certain point.
The smaller the target the more important target
location error is in effecting the probability of hitting
the target. But this effect is quickly damped out by the
inaccuracies caused by increasing CEP. As target size
increases a larger and larger target location error Is
needed before degradation is seen; but once again increasing
CEP eventually overwhelms the effect caused by location
error. The importance of target location error is very
dependent on two factors. If the CEP is large then target
location error has less and less an effect on the probability
of success. For the combination of large targets and large
CEP, target location error is not a pertinent problem.
21

2. Analysis of Bomb Load
The graphs in Figures II. B. 5 to II. B. 8 show the
variation in the sensitivity of the objective function
(hitting the target) to the bomb load of the aircraft.
These graphs are developed for cases in which the target
location error was zero. Figure II. B. 5 shows that for a 10
meter target and for small CEP's (less than 60 meters) that
the probability of success is a function of the bomb load.
For example: for a CEP of 40 meters the probability of
hitting the target with one or more bombs goes from .31 for
a 20 bomb load to .12 for a 6 bomb strike. Figures II. B. 6,
II. B. 7 and II. B. 8 show that as the target size increases
the probability of hitting the target is not sensitive to
the bomb load of the aircraft for ordnance delivered in the
cluster mode. The implication is that if you are striking
a relatively soft target in which the number of bombs that
fall within the specified distance from the target is of
minimal importance • (for example: an unarmoured vehicle with
a high sensitivity to fragments) then unless your system
exhibits a small CEP and your target has a small "target
radius" an aircraft which will deliver fewer bombs can be
equally effective as an aircraft with a large bomb load.
In general throughout these graphs it is noted that
if the CEP is increased then the probability of hitting the
target decreases. It was initially felt that as target
location error increased a point would be reached at which
the larger CEP would give a higher probability of success
22

due to the greater dispersion of the mean point of impact
about the aimpoint. However for the range of CSP's (30 to
120 meters), the range of target sizes (10 " 100 meter
radius) and the range of target location errors (20 to 120
meters) investigated in this simulation no such effect was
discovered.
3. Analysis of Delivery KcxLn
The plots presented in Figures II. B. 9 to II.B.16
show that for a given target size, for example - a target
of radius 40 meters, the probability of hitting the target
with "N" or more bombs is higher for low values of N when
the single drop delivery mode is used. It is also noted
that for small values of N that ripple drops provide as
good a result as cluster drops. It is further noted that
in both cases as N increases the cluster mode of ordnance
delivery becomes the best. The same general relationships
were found for 70 meter and 100 meter radius targets.
Figures II.B.ll thruII.B.13 present the plots for a
given CEP (70 meters) and for varying target radii. It is
noted that as target size increases that the ripple mode of
operation compares more and more favorably to the cluster
mode. The same remarks were seen to be true for the graphs
for 100 meter CEP.
4
.
General conclusions and comments concerning use of
the results
The information presented In Figures II.B.l to II.B.16
and tabulated in Appendix C can be of use in a school situa-
tion to help commanders determine just what is a reasonable
23

target to attack. A small hard target such as a bunker
might prove virtually impossible to destroy due to a high
CEP associated with this target under certain conditions.
The information tabulated will give the student a better
feel of just how difficult a target is to destroy. The
information could be used to determine an optimal allocation
of resources. Given a limited number of aircraft how should
they be employed against a mixed bag of targets to maximize
the expected number of targets damaged or destroyed. It
was seen during the analysis of the data that often the
number of bombs dropped by the aircraft had little effect
on whether or not at least one bomb got within the designated
radius of the target. Perhaps the tactic could be considered
for analysis whereby an aircraft engaging a relatively soft
target on a TPQ mission would only deliver half of its ord-
nance against that target. Two missions could be executed
by the one aircraft thereby possibly increasing the overall
effectiveness of the aircraft. The analysis of the data
also indicated that dropping the ordnance one at a time
against targets vice in a cluster drop gives a better chance
for successfully attacking the target under certain condi-
tions. If the parameters of a tactical situation match
the conditions under which single drops would be advantageous
and if the tactical situation allows, then the optimal allo-
cation of resources would be to employ strike aircraft in
the single drop mode of operation.
24

The graphs presented in Figures IT.B.l to II. P. k
showed that target location error is an important problem
but that a more important problem is the inherent accuracies
of the system being utilized. The point is made that a
sophisticated system for accurately determining target
location is valuable only up to a point. When the system
provides the user with information that the user cannot
really use due to inherent inaccuracies in another system
then that information is not worth the expenditure that went
into obtaining it.
Further studies could be made using this simulation
to determine optimum methods of delivering ordnance against
different targets under other situations.
25
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III. TPQ/MAF MODEL SIMULATION
A. BACKGROUND
A FORTRAN computer program was written to simulate the
operation of r Marine Air Support Squadron, MASS, in support
of a Marine Amphibious Force, MAF, operation. A MAF consists
of a Marine Division, a Marine Air Wing and other supporting
forces as described in Ref. 1. Offensive air operations in
support of the MAF are controlled by a Direct Air Support
Center, DASC, which assigns the ground attack aircraft to
attack specific targets. During hours when visual contact
with the target cannot be established by the attack aircraft,
due to darkness or inclement weather, a ground-based radar
directed bombing system is utilized. An ASRT, Air Support
Radar Team, site provides a precision tracking radar (PTR)
,
and the associated equipment to conduct ground-based radar
bombing missions.
B. SCENARIO
The model is built about a MAF which is established
ashore. The MAF has landed across the beachhead and has
established seven bases of operations. These bases consist
of the beachhead area, which contains the MAF headquarters
and the DASC, two firebases which are located away from the
beachhead, and four outposts. Each firebase has two of the
four outposts located within close proximity of it to provide
intelligence reports. A pictorial representation of the

















The following assumptions were made in the develop-
ment of the model.
a. The beachhead can be approximated by a straight line
'running from - infinity to + infinity. The land mass
in the problem would encompass all the area clockwise
from 270 degrees to 090 degrees.
b. The DASC would be located at the beachhead at
co-ordinates (0,0).
c. ASRT's would be located only at the beachhead or at
the two firebases.
d. At no time would any one location have more than one
ASRT assigned to it.
e. All of the targets encountered would be approximated
as circular targets.
f. All targets attacked would be attacked under conditions
requiring ground-based radar control of the strike
aircraft
.
g. Each target would be attacked a maximum of once,
h. There would be no system failures.
i. All bomb drops would be performed in the automatic mode
j. The seven Marine bases of operations, and other sources
would provide target information to the DASC throughout
the day.
k. That at the start of the simulation the DASC would have
a list of targets to attack.
1. Attack, aircraft would report into the DASC at
co-ordinates (0,0).
m. Interarrival times between aircraft would be randomly
distributed between one and nine minutes.
.n. Aircraft would have from 30 to 120 minutes available
in which to perform their mission.
o. All aircraft are equipped to conduct a completely
automatic bomb drop.
p. None of the aircraft would suffer systems failures.
q. The DASC would immediately assign a reporting aircraft
to a target for attack and to an ASRT team for radar
control.
r. The DASC would assign the aircraft to the target with
the highest priority rating.
iU

s. The DASC would assign the aircraft to the ASRT site
which would give the smallest CEP for the mission.
t. The DASC would instruct the aircraft to take up a
heading directly to its assigned target.
u. Once assigned to a target and a site the mission
parameters of the aircraft would not be changed.
v. Target location error would be zero for all targets.
2 • Cperavior: ?:" th e Model
a . Input s
Inputs to the model include targets, aircraft,
location and number of friendly bases of operations and the
number, type and location of the ASRT's.
The land mass was divided up into four different
regions for the generation of targets. These regions were
designated target regions .A, B, C, and D. The physical
boundaries of these regions are listed below.
1. Target Region A includes all area within 25 miles of
a firebase and all area within 3 miles of an outpost.
2. Target Region D includes all land within 25 miles of
the beachhead.
3. Target Region B includes all land within 125 miles of
the beachhead which is not in target region A or D.
4. Target Region C includes all land greater than 125 mil s
from the beachhead that is not in target region A.
A pictorial representation of the targets regions is given
in Figure III.C.l.
The proportion of the total targets located in
any particular target region is determined by input parameters
Additionally for target region A the percentage of the A
region targets in any one of the six possible areas that make
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The capacity for four different target types and
five different priorities was provided in the model. Differ-
ent target types are identified by different target radii.
Target; types and target priorities were assigned to a target
on the basis of which target region the target was located
in. Higher priorities were assigned to targets in regions
A and D because of their proximity to friendly forces. The
allocation of target types and priority types to the target
regions is indicated in the following table.
§ of diff possible
tgt types priorities
A k 1,2,3




Each target generated will have associated with it
1. a target number
2. a X,Y co-ordinate
3. a number indicating the target type
4. a number indicating the priority for attack
5. a time when the target would be reported to the DASC
The number of aircraft which will be generated in
the simulation is an input parameter. The capability to
define ten different aircraft types was provided for in the
program. Different aircraft types are defined by specifying
varied bomb loads, aircraft speeds and aircraft altitudes in
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an input matrix. The percentage of each type of aircraft
which would be generated during the simulation is set by the
program utilizer.
b. Interactions Within the Model
Initially in the program the aircraft and all of
the targets which will be utilized are generated and identi-
fying information for them is tabulated. The model utilizes
three event times to determine the chain of events that takes
place. The three event times utilized are the time the next
ordnance drop takes place, the time the next aircraft reports
into the DASC, and the time that the next target is added to
the Targets Reported List. If the next ordnance drop
(mission execution) is scheduled to take place prior to the
next aircraft reporting in then the model calculates the CEP
for that mission and calls the bomb dropping subprogram for
execution of that mission. If the next aircraft is scheduled
to report into the DASC first then the model determines if
any targets should have been added to the Targets Reported
List since the last aircraft checked in. If targets shoulc.
have been added to the list then the model adds those targets
and then calls the assignment subprogram where a mission is
constituted. A mission consists of an aircraft assigned to
a target, the aircraft target combination assigned to an ASRT
site, and the associated event times for the mission. If no




The assignment portion of the model handles the
assignment of the aircraft to the target and the assignment
of the aircraft target combination to the controlling facility
The assignment subprogram considers only those targets that
are on the Targets Reported List and are also classified as
"available". A target could be on the Targets Reported List
and not be available for attack for any one of four reasons.
The target could already be assigned to another aircraft for
attack, the target could already have been attacked, it
could have been previously determined that the target could
not be attacked due to range restrictions of the ground-based
radar sites, or it could have been previously determined that
the target could not be attacked by this particular aircraft
due to fuel constraints of the aircraft. Targets on the
Targets Reported List are designated for attack on a modified
FIFO basis. Targets are assigned to missions on a first
reported first attacked basis except that reported targets
of a higher priority rating are attacked prior to those of
lower priority ratings.
Once a mission is established the assignment
subprogram calculates event times for the mission. These
times are the time at which the aircraft first comes under
precision control by the controlling facility (ASRT) , the
time at which the aircraft drops its ordnance and thus no
longer requires precision control, and the total mission
time for the aircraft. Once these values are calculated and
it has been determined that the time available constraint of
49

the aircraft has not been violated the mission is placed in
the queue which is associated with the particular controlling
facility. The queue for a controlling facility consists of
those missions which have been assigned to that facility but
have not been executed yet (A mission being executed when the
aircraft drops its ordnance.). The location of the mission
in the queue is determined by comparing the time period
during which this mission requires the services of the pre-
cision tracking radar of the controlling facility to the time
periods which the other missions already in the queue require
these services. If the time at which the new mission first
requires precision control is earlier than the time at which
one of the missions already in the queue first requires the
precision tracking radar then this new mission can be placed
ahead of that old mission in the queue. However, once a
mission is placed in a queue the event times for that mission
will not be changed. Therefore, if inserting this mission
into the queue would interfere with the time requirements
of any other mission that is already in the queue then this
mission's event times will be changed.
The bomb dropping portion of the model is
covered in Chapter II.
A simplified flow chart of the model is presented
in Figure III.C.2. A detailed flow chart of the model is



























c. Outputs of the model
As a measure of effectiveness the model used
the number of targets hit out of the total number of targets
that were attacked. A target was considered to have been
hit if one or more bombs fell within the circle described
by the targets radius. The model outputs the number of
targets successfully attacked and the total number of targets
attacked for each repetition of the simulation. A descrip-
tion of the setups considered and an analysis of the results
follows.
D. DESIGN FOR SIMULATION RUNS
To reach meaningful conclusions about the relative per-
formance of the TPQ-10 and the TPQ-27, various set-ups of
three, two and one TPQ-27 site were compared to set-ups
of three TPQ-10 sites.
1. What TPQ Set-ups are Examined?
Fourteen different TPQ site set-ups are examined.
Figure II.D.l shows' set-up numbers one through six and
Figure II. D. 2 shows set-up numbers seven through fourteen.
Three simulation runs were made for each set-up using three
different mixes of target sizes, resulting in a total of 42
simulation runs. Set-ups (1) and (7) use three TPQ-10 sites.
The remaining 12 set-ups use various combinations of TPQ-27
sites.
2. Number of Repetitions of the Simulation For each Set-up
Each simulation is repeated 20 times. The random

















































































































































































The expected number of targets hit is estimated from the
results of these 20 repetitions.
Twenty trials was considered sufficient for the
results to be accurate. A confidence interval for the mean
is shown on page 103 of Ref. 8 to be
— s
u " y ± t x -
y a|,n-l n
where




= sample mean =
a = confidence coefficient
t = 100 rr percentage point of the t
- n-12* ~ distribution with n-1 degrees of
freedom
= sample standard deviation
2(y1 - yr
n-1
Of the 42 simulation runs, each of which was repeated
20 times, the largest standard deviation in the number of
targets hit was 3.4. The 95 percent confidence interval
for the number of targets hit for this run is
p
y " » *
fc
. 025,19 x




Thus in the worst case, where the standard deviation
is the largest, the probability of the true mean being
within 1.59 meters of the sample mean is .95.
3. Method of Comparison
The comparative effectiveness of m TPQ-27 sites and
three TPQ-10 sites was based on the twc sample t test. It
is assumed that the mean number of hits is approximately a
normal random variable because it is the sum of 20 independent
random variables (divided by the constant 20).
a. Testing Procedure
For the test, the statistic used, from Ref. 20,
is
T = x - y22
,s + s \
( x y )
n
and the number of degrees of freedom, f, is
2 2
2S ^S
f = [1 + —§—2
—





The testing procedure is shown below. y is
the expected number of targets hit in the TPQ-10 set-up and
u is the expected number of targets hit in the TPQ-27 set-ups
1. If the desired comparison is to test whether








H, : y ¥ y1 Kx y
The test statistic T is then calculated
using the above formula. The decision rule is to reject H
at a 95 percent level of significance if T is greater than
t n „,- „ or less than t noc „.
2. If the desired comparison is to test whether
or not the TPQ-10 set-up can be expected to hit more targets
than the TPQ-27 set-up, then the test is
H : y < y
o H x = Hy
H
l = " X > My
T is calculated in the same manner as above.
The decision is to reject H at a 95 percent level of sign!
ficance if T is greater than t QC- -.
3. If the desired comparison is to test whether
or not the TPQ-27 set-up can be expected to hit more targets
than the TPQ-10, then the test is






H, : y < y1 x p y
T is calculated as above. The decision rule
is to reject the null hypothesis at the 95 percent level of
significance if T is less than t nc- ~.
. UD ) I
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b. Confidence Interval For The Difference In Means
If the null hypothesis is H : u = u andJ ^
o x y
the test results in the decision to accept H , then a
o
'
confidence interval for the difference between y and y
x y













s = standard deviation of the number of
targets hit for the TPQ-10 set-up.
s = standard deviation of the number of
y targets hit for the TPQ-27 set-up.
n = number of trials. if
E. RESULTS
The results of the simulation runs are used to make
conclusions about the comparative effectiveness of the
TPQ-27 and the TPQ-10.
1. Output of Simulation Runs
The computer output of the simulation runs is in
Appendix D. Each page shows the results of 20 trials, and
the mean and standard deviations of the number of targets
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hit. The mean and standard deviation of the total number
of bombs hitting the target are also shown. There are 42
pages corresponding to the k2 different simulation runs.
Table III.D.l and Table III.D.2 show these results for each
TPQ set-up and target mix and also give the page number
in Appendix D which contains the results for that particular
simulation run.
2. Comparison of Results
The performance of three TPQ-10's operating in
set-up (1) is compared to the TPQ-27 performance in set-up
numbers (2) through (6). The comparison is made for each
of three different target mixes. These comparisons are
shown in Table III.D.3.
The performance of three TPQ-10's operating in
set-up (7) is compared to the TPQ-27 performance in set-up
numbers (8) through (1*0. These comparisons are also made
for each of three different target mixes and are shown in
Table III.D.4.
Tables III.D.3 and III.D.4 show the null hypothesis,
H
,
followed by the decision to reject (R) or accept (A)
H based on a 95 percent level of significance. The test
statistic T is then shown, followed by the critical level
a. a is associated with the observed value of T and represents
the smallest level of significance at which the null hypothesis
would be rejected. For the cases where the null hypothesis
that u = u is accepted, the value of d which represents
one-half of the length of the 95 percent confidence interval
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Two questions were proposed as the basis for the inves-
tigations undertaken in the simulation of the model.
Answers to these questions can now be presented in terms of
the expected number of targets hit as the measure of effec-
tiveness.
1. How Do the TPQ-27 and the TPQ-10 Compare?
Set-up (1) used three TPQ-10 sites at the same loca-
tions as the three TPQ-27 sites in set-up (2). Set-up (7)
used three TPQ-10 sites at the same locations as the three
TPQ-27 sites in set-up (8). To answer this question, then,
set-ups (1) and (7) are compared to set-ups (2) and (8),
respectively.
Column 2 in Table III.D.3 shows that for all three
different target mixes, the expected number of targets hit
by the TPQ-27 set-up, u , was greater than the expected
number hit by the TPQ-10 set-up, u . This plus similar
A
results shown in column 8 of Table III.D.4 make it apparent
that the TPQ-27 can be expected to hit more targets than the
TPQ-10 for all mixes of targets used. Since the critical
region determined by a is larger for the target mix of 50
percent 60m, 50 percent 80m targets in both cases, it appears
that the amount by which the TPQ-27 is more effective than
the TPQ-10 decreases for larger targets. These conclusions
only confirm what would be expected. The new system with the
better CEP is more effective than the old TPQ-10 system when
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both systems operate in the same environment. And this
margin of increased effectiveness decreases for larger
targets.
2. Can the TPQ-27 Replace the TPQ-10
On Other Than a One For One Basis?
The performance of three TPQ-10's, set-ups (1) and
(7) j using expected values of the number of targets hit as
the measure of effectiveness, was compared to the performance
of various set-ups of two and one TPQ-27 sites. Specifically,
set-up (1) was compared with each of set-up numbers (3)
through (6), and set-up (7) was compared to each of set-up
numbers (9) through (14). The results of the two-sample t
test which was used to make conclusions on the comparability
of the systems, are shown in Tables III.D.3 and III.D.4.
The results show that in some specific tactical
situations two TPQ-27 T s can perform at least as well as three
TPQ-10' s. For three friendly firebases located within 50nm
of the beachhead, with one of the firebases at the beachhead,
two TPQ-27' s located at any two of the three firbases per-
formed at least as effectively as three TPQ-10' s, one located
at each of the three firebases. Also, one TPQ-27 performed
as well as three TPQ-10 's against larger targets, but not
against smaller targets.
When the three firebases are spread out so that the
distance between the beachhead and one firebase is about
75 nm and the other is about 50nm, only in the case where the
two TPQ-27 's straddled the third firebase did the TPQ-27
perform as well as three TPQ-10 's against all target mixes.
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In general if the friendly positions which originate
target requests are within about 50nm of the beachhead, then
two TPQ-27's can be expected to perform at least as well as
three TPQ-10's. As the third firebase is moved out from
50nm to 75nm, the two TPQ-27's lose their capability to
perform at least as well as the three TPQ-10's in all cases.
Therefore the two TPQ-27's should be located so that they
straddle the third firebase. In other words, if the fire-
base without a TPQ site is in between the two firebases with
TPQ sites, then the two TPQ-27 sites can be expected to




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR BOMB DROPPING MODEL
The bomb dropping model described in Chapter II was
written in FORTRAN for simulation on an IBM 36O/67 computer.
The program listing appears in Appendix E. A flowchart of
the program and a detailed description of the program with
references to both the flowchart and the program listing
appear below.
1. Program Flowchart
A flowchart of the program listing in Appendix E
follows. All four-digit numbers appearing in the flowchart
represent the line numbers of the program listing which
appear in a column along the right-hand side of the listing.
The lower case letters appearing in small triangles "A"
refer to paragraph letters in the following section.
a. This model can drop bombs from either 10000 ft
and 300 KTAS or 20000 ft and 500 KTAS . The value of the
standard deviations SDBD, SDBR, SDTD, and SDTR are calculated
as shown in paragraph 2. A. 2.
b. The system related portion of the bombing error
can now be calculated in terms of the standard deviations.
These system standard deviations, SDSD ana ^jj^R, are calcu-
lated directly by subtracting out of the total CEP the
ballistic dispersion. Thus
SDSD = (SDTD2 - SDBD 2 )^
























































c. Single drop means that if the bomber has NBOMB
bombs, it will drop one bomb at a time NBOMB times. The
library function GGNOR generates NN Normal (0,1) random
numbers. The MPI is then created and assigned the coordi-
nates (X,Y). Thus X is N(0,SDSD) and Y is N(0,SDSR). The
impact point of the bomb itself, (XI, Yl), is then distributed
around the MPI with XI N(0,SDBD) and Yl N(0,SDBR). If the
true target center is (XACT,YACT), (if the target location
error ITLOCE is not 0) then (X,Y) is adjusted accordingly.
From this the impact point of the bomb can be calculated
relative to the center of the target (X2,Y2) where X2=X+X1,
and Y2=Y+Y1. Now the distance from the target
center to the bomb impact point is just (X2 2 +Y2 2 )^.
If the distance, DIS, is inside the target radius, TR, then
a hit is recorded (ISC0RE=ISC0RE+1)
.
d. The MPI relative to the true target center is
calculated as in c. above. Because all NBOMB bombs are
released on the same run, they will all be distributed
around the same MPI.
e. NBOMB bombs are released simultaneously in the
cluster mode. The impact point around the MPI, (XI, Yl), is
a random point with X1~N(0,SDBD) and Yl- N( ,SDBR) . NBOMB
points are generated and the distance from each to the target
is calculated, and the number of these bombs which fall
inside the target radius TR is accumulated by ISCORE.
f. NBOMB bombs are released TIME seconds apart which
converts to DIST meters of range displacement between bombs
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on the ground. The bomb impact points and target to impact
point distance are calculated as in e. above except that for
each bomb an adjustment is made to the Y coordinate of the
MP I to account for DIST, the ripple effect.
g. The probability of hitting the target can now
be calculated. NTRIAL Bernoulli trials have been performed
and the sum of the Bernoulli random variable equals IBERN.
From Ref. 7 the total number of successes divided by the
number of trials is an efficient unbiased estimator of the
probability of success in a single trial. In the program
P=IBERN/NTRIAL is the estimator. The confidence interval
follows from the fact that IBERN which is the sum of NTRIAL
Bernoulli trials, has the binomial distribution with mean np
and variance of np(l-p). The large sample approximation as
shown in Ref. 8 then yields the confidence interval for P.
h. Definitions
The following is a list of the variables used in
the program and what they represent.
TIME intervalometer time setting for ripple drop
NBOMB number of bombs aboard the aircraft
NTRIAL number of trials run for each probability
IALT aircraft altitude in feet
RIPPLE logical variable set to true if ripple drop false
otherwise
SINGLE logical variable set to true if single drop
false otherwise
ITLOCE target location error in meters
SDBD standard deviation in deflection due to ballistic
dispersion




SDTD the total standard deviation in deflection
SDTR the total standard deviation in range
CEP circular error probable
SDSD standard deviation in deflection due to causes
other than ballistic dispersion
SDSR standard deviation in range due to causes
other than ballistic dispersion
IBERN counting variable in program. For each trial adds
1 to itself if a success is achieved, otherwise.
A success is if the number of bombs that hit the
target is greater than or equal to B, the number
of bombs for which the probability of hitting the
target is being calculated.
TETA angle between and 360 degrees which is randomly
generated U(0,360)
XACT real location of the X target coordinate if the
target location error is not zero
YACT real location of the Y target coordinate if the
target location error is not zero
DIS distance between bomb impact and target center
P probability of hitting the target




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TPQ/MAF MODEL SIMULATION
The model described in Chapter III was written in FORTRAN
for simulation on an IBM 360/67 computer. The program listing
appears in Appendix F. A flowchart of the program and a
detailed description of the program with references to both
the flowchart and the program listing appear below.
1. Program Flowchart
A flowchart of the program listing in Appendix F
follows. All four-digit numbers appearing in the flowchart
represent the line numbers of the program listing which
appear in a column along the right-hand side of the listing.
The lower case letters appearing in small triangles "A
"
refer to paragraph letters in the following section.
2. Explanation of the Flowchart
a. Generation of Targets
The number of targets that will be generated is
set by the input variable ITNTGT. Realizations of a random
variable from a U(0,1) distribution are utilized to determine
specific characteristics of a given target. Characteristics
are determined by comparing realizations of the random number
to values in different control matrices. These values are
provided by the user. A decision is made concerning the
characteristics of the target depending on whether or not the
realization is greater than or less than the number to which









































































































which target region generates the target report and if the
target is to be generated by region A then the particular
friendly base of operations that will generate the target
is determined, the type of target that has been encountered,
the priority rating of the target, and the location of the
target. One additional characteristic of the target that is
provided by the subprogram is the time that the target will
be reported to the DASC.
b. Generation of Aircraft
The number of aircraft that will be generated
in the simulation is set by the input variable NAIRCF.
Realizations of a random variable that is distributed U(0,1)
are utilized to determine specific characteristics of a
particular aircraft. Characteristics determined are aircraft
interarrival times, the amount of time that an aircraft has
to perform a mission (fuel restriction), and the particular
aircraft-ordnance combination. For the simulation runs
aircraft interarrival times were taken to be distributed
U(l,9), and the amount of time that the aircraft had to
perform its mission was taken to be distributed U(30,120).
The particular aircraft-ordnance combination was determined
by comparing the realization from the U(0,1) distribution to
the values that the utilizer had inputed into the matrix
ACTYP. By varying the values of the elements of the matrix
ACTYP the user can specify the percentage of each aircraft-
ordnance combination for the simulation.
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c. Control Decision Point One
If all aircraft have been processed then there
will be no more aircraft reporting in to the DASC and there-
fore the simulation should execute any missions that are
still outstanding without checking for new aircraft
arriving.
d. Control Decision Point Two
NAMISS is a control variable that denotes the
number of missions that have been designated to attack
targets but have not been executed yet. If there are no
active missions in the mission queue then the program should
proceed to the arriving aircraft queue to process the next
aircraft. If there are active missions outstanding then the
program must determine which event comes next in the simu-
lation. Does an aircraft report in or is a mission to be
executed?
e. Control Decision Point Three
Given that there are unexecuted mission^ in the
mission queue then if the mission event time for the next
mission (ITTDP) precedes the aircraft reports event time for
the next aircraft (RTIME) the program goes to the bomb
dropping portion of the simulation. If the reverse is true
the program goes to the assignment section of the program.
f. Control Decision Point Four
Once it has been determined that the assignment
portion of the program will be called, a check is made to
see if any targets should be added to the Targets Reported
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List before the next aircraft is assigned to a mission. If
all targets have already been listed then the program goes
directly to the assignment subprogram. If all targets have
not been listed then the event time for the next aircraft
arrival is compared to the event time for the next group of
targets being listed. If the event time for the targets is
the smaller of the two numbers then the appropriate targets
are added to the Targets Reported List and then the program
goes to the assignment routine. If the aircraft arrival
time is the smaller of the two numbers the program goes
directly to the assignment routine.
g. Updating of the Queues
Once a mission has been executed that mission is
removed from the queue of the site that controlled the
mission. The remaining missions in the site's queue are
moved up one slot and the number of unexecuted missions
(NAMISS) is decreased by one. The target is coded in the
IATGT matrix as having been attacked. And the next mission
in the MISSON queue is designated as the next mission to be
executed.
h. Control Decision Point Five
Once it is determined that all aircraft have
been assigned to missions the program proceeds to execute
the missions that are remaining in the MISSON queue. After
each mission is executed it is determined whether or not
there are any active (not executed) missions remaining. If
there are missions remaining they are executed one by one.
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When it is determined that all missions have been executed
the appropriate statistics and output are printed.
i. Repetition for Statistical Significance
The entire simulation is repeated "MOT" times so
that enough data points will be available to provide some
statistical significance to the results of the simulation.
Once the simulation has been repeated "NOT" times the final
statistics are calculated and printed out.
j . Computation of the CEP
Depending on which system is being utilized
(TPQ-10 or TPQ-27) the program utilizes the appropriate
formula to calculate the CEP for the mission. The CEP for
/the TPQ-10 is calculated utilizing data presented in Ref. 2.
The CEP for the TPQ-27 is calculated from equations derived
by linear regression on data presented in Ref. 3.
k. Dropping of Ordnance
Information on this portion of the program is
included in Appendix A.
1. Assignment Portion
(1) Target Selection . The program first deter-
mines how many targets are presently on the Targets Reported
List. A search is made of the Targets Reported List and the
aircraft is assigned to the first available target of priority
one. If there are no priority one targets available then
priority two targets are considered next. If there are no
priority two targets available priority three targets are
considered then priority four then priority five. All
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available targets of a higher priority will be assigned
before any lower priority targets are assigned. Once an
available target is located this target is then marked as
being assigned to an aircraft and the target is then defined
as unavailable to future aircraft.
(2) No Available Targets for an Aircraft . If
after considering all of the targets that are presently on
the Targets Reported List it is found that there are no
targets available for assignment to the aircraft then the
mission is considered as having been completed. The mission
is placed at the end of the MISSON queue and the aircraft
will not drop its ordnance.
(3) Selection of the Site for the Mission .
After a target has been assigned to the aircraft the range
from that target to all of the operating TPQ sites is
computed. Any of the sites that cannot be utilized to attack
the target due to the range restrictions of the system beir ~
used are disqualified. From the remaining sites th<_ progrc 1
chooses that site which gives the minimum target to site
range; thereby minimizing the CEP for this particular mission.
If none of the sites can be utilized against this target the
target is marked as unavailable for the remainder of the
simulation and another target is found for the aircraft.
(4) Computation of Event Times. Depending upon
which TPQ system is being utilized different formulae are
used to compute event times for the mission. Three different
times are computed; 1) The time that the aircraft will first
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come under precision control (ITTSR), 2) the time that the
aircraft will drop its ordnance (ITTDP), and 3) the total
time for the mission (the time it takes to fly from the
origin (0,0) to the target, complete the mission, and return
to the origin)
.
(5) Fuel Feasibility Check . A check is made to
see if the total mission time exceeds the time that the air-
craft has available on station. If the fuel constraint is
violated then the target is marked as unavailable for this
aircraft and another target is found for this mission.
(6) Site Queue . Next the position of the
mission in the queue of the site handling the mission is
ascertained. If the queue is presently empty the mission is
assigned position number one in the queue. If the queue is
not empty it must be determined where in the queue that the
mission will be placed. The mission can be inserted in the
queue in front of a mission that is already in the queue if
the new mission is scheduled to be executed before one of
the missions already in the queue.
There is a predetermined time during which
the site's PTR will be occupied handling a mission. This is
the time from when the PTR first acquires the aircraft, ITTSR,
to the time the aircraft drops its ordnance, ITTDP. It was
decided in the design of the simulation that the event times
of a mission which was already in the queue of a particular
site would not be altered. So if the time span during which
the PTR is required for control of the new mission overlaps
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the time span during which it is required for a mission
already in the queue the mission times for the new mission
will be adjusted.
The time span for precision control of the
new mission is compared to the time span for precision
control of the existing missions. If the new mission fits
in front of existing missions without interfering with the
scheduled execution of these missions then the new mission
is inserted into the queue in front of those old missions.
If the event times for the new mission are earlier than the
event times of some of the previous missions but inserting
the new mission in the queue would interfere with an old
mission then the event times of the new mission will be
adjusted. An increment of time is added to all of the event
times of the new mission. The new mission is moved backwards
in time until it no longer interferes with an existing
mission. Then the new mission can be inserted into the
interior of the queue or onto the end of the queue as
appropriate. If it is necessary to alter the event times of
a mission then another fuel feasibility check must be made.
A fuel feasibility check is made as in (5) above.
(7) Mission Queue . The fully constituted
mission which consists of an aircraft, a target, a controlling
facility (site), and the event times ITTSR and ITTDP are
inserted in the mission matrix MISSON. All missions are
placed in the mission matrix. The location in the mission
queue of a particular mission is determined by the value of
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ITTDP. Missions are ordered in the queue by increasing
values of ITTDP; the mission with the smallest value of
ITTDP coming first.
3. Definitions
The following is a list of the variables used in the
program and what they represent.
NSITES The number of TPQ sites that will be utilized in
the simulation
AA The minimum range for a TPQ site
NMISS The number of missions that have been constituted
so far
NAIRCF The number of aircraft which will be generated in
the simulation
RTIME The time that an aircraft reports in to the DASC
ITGTMC A control variable
IMISS The number of missions
NAMISS The number of missions which have not yet been
executed
MISSC Controls which mission will be run next, i.e. it
keeps track of the next mission's number
NCHECK A control variable which indicates whether or nc
:
there are any unassigned aircraft left
NTGTGE A control variable used in the target generatiot
subprogram
ITNTGT The number of targets that will be generated
during the course of the simulation
MCOUNT Control variable
NACTGT The number of active targets '""
MTPQI Maximum range of the TPQ
ITPTPQ A control variable if its value is one then the
TPQ-10 is in use if its value is 2 then the
TPQ-27 is in use
TTAC^i) The percentage of each of the four possible target
types that is located in target region A
TTB(4) Same as above except target region B
TGTM(2) First element gives the percentage of total targets
that fall in regions A and D. The second element
gives the percentage In target region A given that

















For the six regions which make up target
region A this matrix gives the percentage of
the total A region targets that fall inside
any particular A region
The first element gives the percentage of A
region targets that will be classified as
priority one. The second element gives the
percentage of A region targets that will be
classified as priority one or priority two.
The third and fourth elements perform the
same function for target region D.
Gives the four different target types for
target region A
Same as above but for target region B
Gives the X,Y co-ordinates for the location
of the seven friendly bases of operations
First element gives the number of targets that
will be added to the Targets Reported List.
The second element gives the time at which
these targets become available for addition to
the Targets Reported List. The third element
gives the total number of targets that will be
on the list after these targets are added
Provides for ten different aircraft type bomb
load combinations. First element gives the
aircraft type, second element the bomb weight,
third element gives the number of bombs
carried
Gives the X co-ordinates of the ASRT sites
Gives the Y co-ordinates of the ASRT sites
Temporary storage for program-calculated
target to site ranges
First element gives the number of missions
presently assigned to ASRT site number one.
Second element provides the same information
for site number two. The third element pro-
vides the information for site number three
Provides for temporary storage of information
concerning a mission
Provides temporary storage of information
concerning a target
An input user filled matrix which contains
what percentage of the total number of air-




IATGT(50,7) Matrix that stores pertinent information on
generated targets. First element is the
target number, second element the time that
the target is reported to the DASC, third
element is the X co-ordinate, fourth element
is the Y co-ordinate, fifth element is the
target type, sixth element is the priority
rating of the target, and the seventh element
is the target status
Matrix that stores information on aircraft
that are generated. First element is the time
that the aircraft reports in to the DASC,
second element is the number of minutes that
the aircraft will be available for, third
element is the aircraft type, fourth element
the type of bomb carried, fifth element is
the number of bombs carried, sixth element is
blank, and the seventh element is the
aircraft's speed in knots.
Matrix that stores information concerning the
bombing missions. First element is the
aircraft number, second element is the target
number, third element is the number of the
ASRT site that is controlling the mission,
fourth element is the target type, fifth
element is the range from the target to the
site, and the sixth element is the time that
the aircraft is scheduled to release its
ordnance
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40 "FT 1 RS





























































' " ' '
• I i 1 T Y 2 F
R BOMB? . I THIN

































































0. 049 0. 171
0.072 0.20 8
0.013 0. 10 7
0.00 7 0.09 3
0.00 7 0. 093
0.0 0.030











0.002 0. 07 8
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.
0. 2 01 0.379
0.201 0.379
. 16 5 0.335
0.088 0.232
0. 096 0. 2^4
0.056 0. 184
0. 064 0. 196
0.056 D . 1 8 4
0. 002 0. 078






0. 165 . 3 3 5
0.174 0. 34 6
0. 113 0.267
0.064 0. L96
0. Oh 9 0. 171
143

HIT PRC BAB II. r T I E S r "j P 30 OK NOT, CLUSTER DROP IM 10000 FEET.
T A R G r i L.UCA1 ION : RRDR 40 ME I r i"
R fl M G E NUMB! ' PRQBA! I LI TY OF 953 C' INF IDENCE L TV I T S
p FPQM OF B BfWBS WITHIN ON Pf OBABILI T Y
CEP taro» : r B 'IBS B i M FT 1 5 HF TGT LOWER
*
' y \ j .' m" i ' >
UPPER
.
70 6 1 . 4 6 .362 0.558
c. 0.39 0.294 0.436
3 0.43 0,333 0.527
4 0.36 0.266 0.45 4
5
. 3 9 .294 . 4 8 6
6 0.31 . 2 1 9 0. 401
7 0.35 . 2 5 f 0.443
8 0.25 0.165 0. 33 5
9 0.17 0.0 9
6
0.244
10 0.23 0.148 0. 312
70 1 0. 63 0. 53 5 0. 72 5
2 0.55 0.452 0.048
3 0.42 0.32 3 0.517
4 0.4b . 3 6
2
0.558
5 0.54 0.442 0. 638
6 0.4? 0.323 0.517
7 0.37 0.275 0.465
8 0.34 0.247 0.43 3
9 0.29 0.201 0.379
10 0.2 3 0.148 0.312
80 1 0.70 0.610 0.79
2 0.62 0.525 0. 715
3 0.52 0.422 0.618





7 0.55 0.46 3 0. 657
8 0.40 0.3 04 0.496
9 0.37 0.275 0. 465
10 0.36 0.266 0.454
90 1 0.81 0.733 0. 88 7
2 0.79 _ 0.710 0. 870
3 0.71 0.621 0. 799
4 0.71 0.62.1 0. 799
.. 5 0.65 0.557 0.743







9 0.47 0.372 0.568
10 0.39 0.7 94 0.486
100 1 0.81 0.733 0. 887
2 n a l n j t, "3. 0. 887U . O 1 v.' . 1 D D
3 0.72 0.632 0. 808
<+ 0.74 0.6 54 0.8 26
5 0.73 0.64 3 0. 81 7
6 0.65 0.557 0.74 3
7
8
0. 72 0. 632 0.808
0.60 0.5 04 0.696
o 0.57 0.4 73 0.667
10 0.55 0.452 0.648
IM

HIT PROBABILITIES FUF 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM lOOOO FEET.












PROBABI LI TY OF
B B OM B S W I T H I N
























,,*ILITIES FDR 300KN0T, CLUSTER DROP FROM lOOOO FEET.







PROBARI LI TY OF
B BOMBS tflTHIN
R METERS OF IX T
: - •>..• .. .. • .
0.34























HIT PROBABILITIES FDR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 1OOO0 FEET















































HIT PPOUA JIL ITIES FOP 300KN0T, C1LUSTE! DROP FROM 10000
TARGET LOCA1 1 N ERI OR 40 Mi 1 1 !• S




• NUMB! R PRl BABI LI TY nf r.
-5 I i NF I HENCE ! 1^ ITS
r ppnv PF R ' u S WI T -H N IN P OB ABILITY








• i t \ * - i - -«
100 10 1 0.0 5 0.013 0.107
2 0. 0.0 0.0
•a 0.0 0.0 .
4 0. 01 0.0 0.010
5 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 . 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 0.0
0. 3.0 0.0
g 0.0 0.0 0.
10 0. 0.0 0.0
2 l . 1 o 0.041 0.159
2 0.06 0.013 0.107
- 3 0.0 5 0.00 7 0.09 3
4 0.02 0.0 0.04 7
6 0.0 . 0.0
6 0.01 0.0 0.030





10 0.0 0.0 0.0
30 1 0.09 0.034 0. 146
2 0. 05 0.007 0.093
1 0.06 0.013 0. 107
4 0.05 0.007 0.093
5 _ 0.0 3 0.0 0. 06 3
6 0.05 0.00 7 0.09 3
7 0.06 0.013 0.10 7
8 0.0? 0.0 0.047
9 0.02 0.0 0.04 7
10 0. 0.0 0.0
40 1 0.2 3 0.192 0.368
2 _-_ 0. 14 0. 072 . . . .. ... 0.208
3 o.\^ 0.0 64 0.196
4 0. 14 0.072 0.208
5 0.14 0.072 0.20"
6 0. 08 0.027 0.133
7
8
0.05 0.00 7 0.09 3
0. 0. 0630.03
9 0.04 0.002 0.076
10 0. 02 3.3 . . . Q. 047 .
50 1 0.31 0.219 0.401
2 0.17 0.096 0.244
3 0.20 0.122 0.278
4 0.16 0.088 0.232
5 0. 17 0.096 0.244





0. 05b 0. 1 84
C.020 C. 120
9 0. 06 0.013 0.107
10 0.04 0.00 2 0.07 8
149

HIT PRUI 'ill I t I " 5
rAP.Gl T LC! MI
300KN T t
IS





', f ; • '
























































PRO! MIL ITY Or
R BOMBS WITHIN









































































































































. 5 4 8







































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KN0T, CLUSTER DROP FROM lOOOO FEET














OF B BOMBS WITHIN
BOMBS B R METERS OF fGT
l























HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNQT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FEET.
















R METERS OF )' OT





























HIT P* DBAS I LI TIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FEET
























95 <; CONE I GENCE LIMITS
















HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 3GCK"!OT v CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FEET.












- Si if.-) < fcA
1
PR CM ABILITY OF
B BOMBS WITHIN






95% CONFI CEMCE LIMITS






















































































































95^1 CONFIOFMCF L IMITS
ON PROBABILITY
LOWER UPPER























































































































































































































9 l>% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
ON PROBABILITY
W E R UPPER





























































































































ill PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNCT, CLUSTER DROP f r<U.'-' 10000 FEET.












OF ti BOMBS kITIUN






95* CONFI DENCE LIMITS













HIT PROBABILITIES FOP 300KNUT, CLUSTER DROP FROM IJJJJ FEET
TARGET LOCATION ERROR BO METERS
-RA-NGE NUMBER
R FRCM OF










R METERS OF TGT






















HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KN3T, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FE! !


























95% COMF1 DENCE LI MI TS
ON PROBABILI TY
LGWFR














HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10300 FEET


























95£ CONFI DEMCE LI MI TS
ON PRJBABIL1TY





























































































































































































































































































































































































95 9J CONF IDENCE LIMITS
ON PROBABILITY









































































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KN0T, CLUSTER PROP FROM 1J0JJ F^ET



















P METERS OF TGT
-
;






















riES FOR 3J0KN0T, CLUSTER DROP FROM 1333G FEET
. ;- LOCAT1CN ERR,°R 80 METERS
UMBER -PROBABILITY OF
TF B BOMBS WITHIN
BS B R METERS OF TGT




























Mil PROBABILITIES FOR 300KN0T, CLUSTER DROP FROM 1OO00 FEET













B BCMBS 41 THI
N











' r .' ?. A. if.











HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT,
TARGF ; T LOCATION ERR^R.
CLUSTER DROP
80 METERS






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HIT PROLABI LI TIES FOR 3O0KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM UJJj FEET


























95% CONFI DENCE LIMI TS
ON PROBABILITY
LOWER UPPER












HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNG1, GLISTER DROP FROF 1000C FEET.













k % v- v . * »t j,
1
PROBABJ LI TY CF
B BOMBS WITHIN
























,1 PROBABILITIES FOR ' JOKNOT t CLUSTER DROP FROM: 10000 FFET











































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10301) LEFT.
TARGET LOCATION ERROR 100 Hi TERS
RANGE NUMBER
R FROM OF
CFP TARGET BOMBS B






































HIT PROBABILITIES FUR 300KNQT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FEET,











OF B BOMBS WITHIN
BOMBS B R METERS OF TGT
;!.•*: Jf #*:*: 4: ,-v.i A :i.y -. ;, .•: = -.. "-
-
























HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 30CKN0T, CLUSTER DROP FROM lOOOO FEET,





NUMBER PPdBABILI TY OF
OF B BOMBS WITHIN























.MLITIES FOR 3J0KN0T, CLUSTER DROP FROM lOOOO FEET,
1RGET LOCATION ERROR LOO METERS
-NUMBER -PROBABILITY OF
f OF B BOMBS WITHIN
BOMBS B R METERS OF T GT




















HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 100CO FEET

















R METERS OF TGT
•.-,' '























KIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FEET.












r it \» ft * $ .,
PROBABILITY OF
B BOMBS WITHIN

















HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FEET









































HIT PR0bA3ILI T I ES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM lOOOO FEET,









NUMBER - PPOBABILI TY DF
OF B BOMBS WITHIN
BO PBS B R METERS OF TGT
•-* :'.:;..; >-\ v .























jIFS FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTFR DROP FROM 10000 FEET.
[ LOCATION ERROR 100 METERS
f M6ER"
HF




R METERS OF TOT
























HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 3 00.<!\IOTt CLUSTER DROP FROM 13000 FEET






"f -Jt *• hi
120 10
NUMBER PROBABILITY 31
OF B BOMBS WITHIN
BOMBS B R METERS OF TGT


























HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNGT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 13300 FEET









NUMBER PROBABILITY r) F
OF B BOMBS WITHIN



























































































































































































HIT PRUBABIL I TIES FOR 500KNOT,




























































B R METERS OF T GT

















































































































































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 500KN r iT,














































R METERS OF TGT
40
50
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONFIDENCE L IM ITS
































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 500KNOT, CLUSTER DROP FROM 20000 FEET,





















R METERS OF TGT













































































































































































































































R METERS OF TGT




















































































































































































































R METERS OF TGT











95% CONFI HENCE LIMITS
ON PROBABILITY
LOWER UPPER#*$*-« * & & * 4-
1.000 1.000
1.0 J 3 1.3 30
1.000 1.000
1.0 3 3 1.000
1.000 1.000










































































































































































HIT PROBABILITIES FO* 300KN0T, SINGLE D«CPS FROM LOOOO FEET.




















































































































I D !ER UPB R







































































































IT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT.
TARGET LOCATICN ERROR


































































R METERS OF TGT
^ *: ^ J- -*-
- 1


















































952 CONFI DFNCE LI MITS
ON PPOBABILI TY
LOWER U P P r R#*x v ~ +. ii ^'. if v-
1.000 1 .000
1.000 1. 3 33
1.000 1 .000
1.003 1. 33 J
1.000 1 .000








1.0 00 1 .000
1.0 00 1.033
1.0 00 1 .000
0.953 1. 303
0.86 7 0.973


































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 3GOKNOT,
TARGET LUC ATI ON ERRO
S1NCLE DROPS































































B BOMBS vi I THIN
R METERS OF TGT






























































































































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOF 300KN0T
TARGET LOCATION ERROR
Slf^GLE DROPS FROM lOOOO FFET
METERS




OF B BOMBS WITHIN














































































































95 % CONFIDENCE LIMITS
ON PR03ABI LI TY
LOWER UPPER

















































































































HIT PROBABI l.I TT FS FOR 300KNOT
TARGET LCCATICN ERROR
































































































































































































































HIT PROF' ABI LI TI ES FDR 333KNOT
TARGET LOCATION ERROR
single: drops
























































R ME TERS OF TGT








































































































































































HIT PROBABILITIES Fnn 300KNOT,
TARGET LOCATION FRROR

















B C M B S B




















































R MEIERS nr TGT


































































































































































HIT PR n P. ALU LI TIES FOR 3 00 KNOT,
TARGET LOCATION ERROR
































































R METERS OF TOT










































































































































































FROM lOOOO F r -T
RANGE NUMBER PROBABILITY OF 95 35 C
R r R C M OF B BOMBS WITHIN CN
CF? T^RO r T BCMBS 3 R METERS f^F TGT LOWI R
'-t;: *.« * 4 * '•v 4-5J y-i, - ft i.; $ ;'c *^ .»; *: jfe :r i * +, A: _- j1 : . ' **i





__ 4 0. 0.0
















30 1 0. 51 0.412
2 0.11 3. 349
3 0.02 0.0
4 3.0 3. 3
5 0.0 0.0






10 J. 3 3.0
40 1 0.63 0.5 89
2 0. 32 0.229
. . . 3 0.03 3.327
4 0. 0.0










3 0. 17 0.096
4 3.0 5 3.007
5 0.01 0.0
6 0.3 3. 3
7 0.0 0.0
8 3. 3 3 . 3
9 0.0 0.0
































































































































R METERS 0^ TGT








































































































I M I T S
Y
U P P E R


























































































































R METERS OF TGT















































































0. 3 52 0. 54 8
0.041 0.15 c
















0.9 53 1.3 00
0.841 0.9 59
0.683 0.352
0.4 94 0.6 86
0.294 0.4 86









R A MG F
R FROM
CEP TARGET






























































B BOMBS J I THIN
R METERS OF T GT

























































































































































HIT PROBARI I T TI ES r OR 300KNOT,





R F R M
C^P TARGET































































PROBABILITY OF 9 5%
13 BOMBS WITHIN
R METERS OF TGT LOW




















































ON PROBADI I I TY
ER UPPER





















































HIT PROBABI LI TI rS FHR 300KNOT,
TARGET LOCATION ERROR







P. A N'G rr
R FROM
TARGET



























































R METERS OF TGT
















































9 5 % COMF1 DENCE LI' UTS
ON PROBAEI LI TY
L( IWER UP P v- R
. : * #• * y< A $ -J>- ,,
J. 816 3. 94 4
0. 599 0. 78 1
). 333 0. 527
0. 08 8 0. 2 32






0. 9 07 0. 993
3. 792 3. 928
0. 5 57 0. 74 3
3. 257 0. 44 3
0. 105 0. 2 55








0. 841 0. 959
3. 621 0. 799
0. 442 0. 63 8
3. 229 0. 41 1





1. 000 1. 000
3. 973 1,,330
0. 8 54 0. 966
3, 578 0,,762
0. 352 0.,54 8

















HIT PROBABILITIES FHP 300KNOT,
TARGET LOCAT ICN ERR IF




RANGE NUMBER P* p BA '31 I I T Y OF
OF B BOMBS WITHIN
•
jM r S B p -.1FT ERS np TGT










95 2 CONFI DENCE LIMITS













































































































































































































































PRO BAB I L I TY jF
B BOMBS WITHIN

































































































































































FPOM 2 033 FEET,
CEP
40
RANGF ' UMBER PP 3BABILITY OF 95- Ci
v from 01 B BOMBS WITHIN ON
T t. POET E ) IBS B R METERS OF TGT I C .. E P
>.»".•:
' 4 % • ( • - ...-.' ^ r *• ^ • .i ;•
10 1 0.33 0.2 38






8 0. 0. 3
9 0.0 0.0
10 0. 0.
20 I 0.90 ~" . 8 4 1
2 0.39 0.294
3 0. 18 0.105







30 1 0.96 0.922
2 0. 83 0.75 6
1 0. 70 0.610
4 0. 46 0.362






40 1 1 .03 1.000
_2 i._ 0.98 0.953
3 0.95 0.907
4 0. 84 0.768
-.






50 1 1.00 1.000
2 1.00 1.000
3 0.99 0. 970
4 1.00 1 .00


































































HIT PRO BAH, I! I
"
f
I E S FOP 500KN0Ti SI NGLE DROPS
TARu El L C AT ION ERROR V. E T E R S
F &NGF NUMBER PRO BAB I LITY OF 95% C
r r- r 'n i DF 3 *0MBS WITHIN
CEP TARGEl BOMBS B P METERS r ' r TGT LOWER
•
' . i ;-
•
.:',-••.. it * n :''
40 6 1 1 .00 1.000
2 1. oo 1. 00
3 1.0? 1.000
4 1.00 L .
5 1 .00 1 .000
6 0. 94 . B 9 3
7 o . e b 0.81 6
3 0.65 0.557
9 0.34 0.247
10 0.07 0. 020
7 1 1.00 1 .000
ic 1.0 1.0 00
-
- 3 1 . 00 1 .000
4 LOO 1.000
5 1.00 1 .000
6 0.99 0.970
7 0.96 0.92 2
8 0.91 0. 8 54
9 0. 65 0.557
10 0.31 0. 219
00 1 1.00 1.000
2 1.00 1 .000









8 0. 93 0.953
9 0.31 0.733
10 0.49 0.39 2
90 1 1 .03 1.000
->
3
1. DO . U.0 00
1 .00 1.0 00
4 1.00 1. 00
-. 5 1 .00 1.000
6 1. 00 1. 000
7 1 .00 1.000




.0. 70 0. 610
100 1. 00 1. 000
— 2 1 .00 1.000
3 1.00 1.00
4 1 .03 l.COO
5 1. 00 1 .





9 0.93 0.95 3
10 0.3 9 0.3 29
FROM 20000 FEFT



















































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 500KKlT f
TARGf T L CATION ERROR
SINGLE pwios
METE RS


























































PRO BAB I I I TY IF
B BOMBS rtlTHIN









































































































































































RA r~:G r NUMB!
P
PI iBABI LI TY ' • 953 CONFIDENCE I I v ! T
S
r r^ v IF B ^OMBS WITHIN DM P c OBABILITY




, . -. » * yV , .. < :>*«• -. i - •
7 6 1 0. 99 0.970 1.000
2 0.0^
. S :J 3 0.987
3 0. 79 0.710 0.870
4 0.56 0.46 3 0.65 7
5 0.41 0.314 0.506
6 0. 17 0.096 0.244
7 0.07 0.02 0.120
a 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.0 0.0 0.0
70 1 1.00 1.000 1.000
2 0. 99 0.9 70 1.00
3 0.9 7 0.937 1.000
4 0. 86 0.7 9? 0.9 28
5 0.64 0. 54b 0. 734
6 0.41 0.314 0.506
7 . 1
8
0.10 5 0.25 5
8 0. 03 0.0 0.063
9 0.01 0.0 C. 03
10 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 1 1. 00 1.330 1.000
2 1.03 1.000 1.000
3 0. 97 0.937 1.00 3




7 0.33 0.238 0.42?
8 0.22 0.139 0.301
C; 0. 03 0.3 3.3t>3
10 0.0 0.0 0.0
90 1 1 .00 1.003 I. 000
2 • 1. 00
1.03
1.03 3 1.330
1.0 00 I. 0003
4 1.00 1.030 1.003
- 5 0.9o 0.922 0.9^8












0. 0. 330 _ .
100 1.333 1.303
— 2 1 .00 1.000 1.000
3 1.03 1.000 1.303
4 1 .03 1.000 1.000
5 0.97 0.937 1.333
6 0.95 0.S07 0.99 3
7 0.77 0.688 0.852
8 . 4 4 0.34 3 0.5^7
9 0.28 0.192 0.363









IES FCR 500KNOT, SHiqi DROPS
LOCATION ERROR 3 ME 7F R.S
FROM 23003 F^rT.
RANGE







NUMBER PRH3AR 1 1 I TY n F
OF B BOMBS WITHIN
















































a o . o
9 0.3
10 .










































































































HIT P P n B A R I L 1 r
TARGET






•1 '3 E p
OF
MRS 3
PROBABILITY PF 9 5'? CONFIDENCE LIMITS
B BO^BS WITHIN ON °FnBARIlJTY







•• i . . ,










0.63 0.535 0.72 5
0.42 0.32 3 0.517
0.12 0.05 6 0.18 4
0.03 0.0 0.06 3
0.0 0.0 0.0















0.85 0.7 80 0.92
0.66 0.567 0.75 3
0.34 0.247 0.433
0.11 0.049 0.171
























































100 1.00 1.000 1.000
1.30 1. 000 1. 000
0.96 0.922 0.998
0.90 0.841 0.959
0.63 0.53 5 0.72 5
0.41 0.314 0.5 06
0.16 0.003 0.232





HIT PR03ABILIT ITS FOR 300KNCT, RIPPIF DROP,
INTERVALOMETER TIME=.LOSEC, FROM lOOOO FFFT













































R METERS OF TGT








































































ON PRO ft A til L
LOWER


































































































































R METERS OF TGT
95^ CONFIDENCE L
CN PRO 3 Alii I IT
LOWER





















































































































































I M I T S
Y
UPPER
























































10SLC, FROM lOOOO FEET
RANGE



























































R METERS 'OF TGT
































95? CCNFT DENCE L
ON PROBABILI T
LOWER









































































































































































R ME1 ERS OF TGT













































































































































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 3O0KNCT, RIPPLE DROP*
INTERVALOMETEF T I ME = . 1 3 S ^C , FROM 10000 FEFT
TARGET LOCATION ERROR METERS
RANGE




OF B BOMPS WITHIN
B'CMBS 3 R METERS OF TGT














































































































































































































































































P METERS OF TGT



















































95$ CONFI DENCE t
















































































































HIT PP03ABI LI TIFS FOR BOOK NTT,


















































































CONFI DENCE L IM TTS











































































































PROBABILITIES r'>w 30CKNOT, CLUSTER Dl
TARGET LOCATION ' ' )F METERS
RANGE















































- c . it c
I L I T Y 3 F











































FROM 10000 F E! T.
ITS: CONFIDENCE LI
'
I N P P ) 3 A B I L I T Y
LOWER UPPER




























































































tt PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUST- P DROP FROM 10000 FF C T.
TARGET 1 DC A T.JON ERRQI M E 1T R S
RANGE NUMBER PROBABILITY ^F 95 c : COMF 1 rM f r.'' L I v ITS
q FROM OF P BOw BS WITH I
N
ON D ROP. AIM L IT v
EP TAPGET BOMBS B P. METERS r)P TGT L3WER UPP( R
•, }:. - i- •.--:')"'•',«• [ > •>' » . 1 / > <. . f V -«
40 50 1 0.94 0.893 0.937
2 0.92 0.867 0.97 3
3 0.81 0. 733 0. 837
4 0.84 0.76 8 0.9 12
5 0.36 0.792 0.928
6 0.83 0.756 0.9') 4
7 0.70 0.610 0. 79
8 0.7^ 0.6 99 0.86 1
9 0.69 0.599 0.781
10 0.74 0.654 0.826
11 0.67 0.578 0.762
12 0.65 0.55 7 0.74 3
13 0.59 0.4 94 0.6 36
14 0.70 0.6 10 0.790
15 0.56 0.463 0.657
16 0.57 0.473 0.667
17 0.52 0.42 2 0.613
18 0.3 3 0.285 0.475
19 0.42 0.323 0.517
20 0.22 0.139 0.30 1
6 1 0.97 0.937 1.000
2 0.95 0.907 0.993
3 0.94 0.89 3 0.987
4 0.89 0.82 9 0.951
5 0.91 0.8 54 0.966
L 0.89 0.329 0.95 1
7 0.87 0.804 0.93b
8 0.90 0.841 0.°59
9 0.84 0.768 0.912
13 0.81 0.733 0.387
11 0.37 0.804 0.336
12 0.77 0.638 0.3^?
13 0.80 0.722 0.378
14 0. 78 0. 699 -JO- 311
15 0.73 0.64 3 0.317
16 0.70 0.610 0.790
17 0.63 0.589 0.771
18 0.56 0.463 0.657
19 0.53 0.483 0.677









R F R ] u
CEP TAP.G C T
NUMBER PR084BI t I TV IF





BO^BS D R METERS
•










































95? CONFIDENCE I. I '•: I T S
ON PROBABIL ITY
LOWER HP OCR
i •* > t
-
0.970 1.000




0.90 7 0. 99 3
0.354 0.966
0.3 )3 0. 937
.380 0.98




































pp n r a b 1
1
I TIES FGR 300KM0T, CLUSTFP DROP F^C,V1 10003 F^ET.
TAP'; E T L DC A T I C N ER P. OR. _0- M E-TEF S
RANGE NUMBEP PROBABILITY OF 95? CONFIDENCE LIMITS




BOMBS P P. METERS DF TGT L3WEP UPPER
90 1 1.00 1.000 1.000
2 1.00 1.000 1.000
3 1.00 1.0 33 ..1.000
4 1.00 1.000 1.00
5 1.30 1.000 1.000
6 0.99 0.97 1.000
7 1.00 1.000 1.000
8 0.99 0.970 1.000
9 0.97 0.937 1.000
10 0.98 0.95 3 1.000
11 0.99 _O.SJ0 1.000
12 0.99 0.970 1.000
13 0.97 0.937 1.000
14 0.95 0.907 0.993
15 0.96 0.922 0.99S
16 0.92 0.867 0.97 3
17 0.93 0.95 3 1.000
18 0.92 0.867 0.97 3
19 0.95 . 0.907 : 0. 993
20 0.65 0.780 0.920
103 1 1 .03 l.COO 1.000
2 0.99 0.970 1.000
3 1.03 1.000 1.000
4 1.00 1.000 1.00
5 1.03 1.0 00 1.00
6 0.99 0.970 1.030
7 1.03 1.300 1.000
8 1.00 1.000 1.000
9 1.33 1.000 1.000
10 0.99 0.°7 3 1.300
11 1.03 1.303 1.000
12 0.99 0.970 1.000
13 1.03 1.000 1.000
14 0.95 0,°07 ^0.993
15 0.93 0.953 1.000
16 0.99 0.970 1.033
17 0.96 0.9 2 2 0.99S
18 0.94 0.893 0.987
19 0.97 0.9 37 1. 00
20 0.93 0.841 0.959
231

HIT PROBABILITIES F R 30CXN0T, CLUSTER DROP FROM 10000 FEFT.
TARGET LCCAT [CM ERR OF 0. METFRS
RANGE NUMBER PROBABILITY DF 95" CONFIDENCE !I M ITS
o ppp'1 np : '
• OV *S A ITHINi : v PROBABIL IT Y
CE P TARGET BOMBS B R METERS rr TGT LOWER UPPER
* • • • '
•'
-. 1 \' 1 i •'. « .
70 10 1 0.07 0.020 0.120
_ 0.04 0.00? 0. 7t>
T
—* 0.05 0.007 0.09 1
4 0.03 0.0 0.063
5 0.01 0.0 0.0 30
6 0.01 0.0 0.03
7 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 0. 0.0 0.0
12 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 0.0 0.0 0.0
14 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 0.0 0.0 0.0
16 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 0.0 .0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 1 0. 10 0. 1 I 3 0. 267
2 0.16 0.08 8 0.232
3 0.11 0.0'i9 0. 171
4 0.09 0.034 0.14 6
5 0.03 0.02 7 0. 133
.6 0.12 0.056 0.134
0.09 0. 034 0. 1467
S 0.03 0.0 0.06 3
9 0.04 0.002 0.078
10 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 0.0 3 0.0 0.06 3
12 0.01 O.C 0.0 30
13 0.0 0.0 0.
14 0. _0.0 _____ 0.0




»~\ a a i"\ A AV . <J U . O (.) . (J
IB 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 0.0 0.0 0.0
232

HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTEF D
TARGET LOCATION ERROR METERS
;np FROM lOOOO FEET
RANG? NUMBER n r- OBABI LI TY OF 95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
p FPOM HF B BOMBS WITHIN ON PROBABILITY






. . . _. _
. 1 » » V
70 30 1 0.35 0.257 0.443
£. 0.35 0.2 57 0.44 3
3 0.25 C.165 0.33 5
4 0. 19 0.113 0.2 (-7
5 0.27 0.133 0.35 7
6 0.22 0.139 0.301
7 0.21 0.130 0.290
6 0. 14 0.072 0.208
9 0. 14 0.072 0.20 8
10 0. 11 0.049 0. 171
11 0.08 0.02 7 - 0. L3-3
12 0. 10 0.041 0. 159
13 0. O't 0.002 0.0 78
14 0.05 0.007 0.098
15 0. 03 0.0 0.06 3
16 0.05 0.007 0.093
17 0. 03 0.0 0.06 3
18 . 3 0. 0. 06 3
19 0.CO 0.0 0.00.0 0.020
40 1 0.49 0.392 0.588
-> 0.32 0.2 29 0.411
3 0.44 0.343 0.537
4 0.26 0.174 0.346
5 0.33 0.2 10 0.30 3
6 0.27 0.183 0.357 .
7 0. 24 0.156 0.324
8 0.2 5 0.174 0.34 6
9 0. 29 0.201 0.3 79
10 0.18 0. 105 0. 255
11 0. 16 0. 388 0. 232
12 0.13 0.064 0.196
13 0.18 0.105 0.25 5
14 0.15 0.0 80. _ 0.22C
15 0. 09 0.034 0.146
lo 0.1 * 0.072 0.208
•- 17 0.07 0.02 0.120
18 0.06 0.013 0.107
19 0. 06 0.013 0.107
20 0.01 0.0 0.030
233

HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER DROP



















































PROB4 BI LITY OF
B BO^BS WITHIN
R f, FTFyS OF TOT:'.. •










































953 CONF I DENCE I I'
ON PROBABILITY
IT S






















































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTER D














































B B Ow B S W I T H I \J









































?.QP FROM 10000 FEET,
TTS9 5^! CONFIDENCE LI
ON PROBABILITY
I OWER UPPF R
;. • >- •> 4 v ;l «. v -••
0.665 0.835
0.557 0. 74 3
0.567 __0.753
0.525 0. 71 5
. 4 4 2 0.633
0.47 3 0. 667
0.412 0.60 3












0.174 0. 34 6










0.52 5 0. 715
0.442 0.638
0. 546 0. 734
0.43 2 0.628



























































R METERS OF TGT
95^
0. 38 0. 816







0. 68 0.5 89
0.63 0.5 35
0. 69 0. 599
O.o9 0.599













0. 84 0. 763
0.79 0.710
0. 81 0. 73 3
0.84 0.768





























































RANG? Ml IMG ER pr BAB1 LI TY OF 95?§ C(
R PROM QP B BOMBS H I THIN 'IN
TARGET BOMBS 9 R METERS OF TGT LOI
7 - . - * J » -
•
t >
























2 1 0.12 0.056
2 0. 12 0.056
^ 0.1? 0.056







































































HIT PROBABILITIES FOP- 300KN0T, CLUSTER DROP
TARGET LOCATION ERROR METERS
FROM 10000 F-E r T,
PANGf NUMBE
3
PRPB4 BI I I TY PF 95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS
P PROM OF P BOMBS WITHIN ON PROBABII ITY
CfP TARGET BOMBS B p METERS OF TGT I DWFR U P P c R
-'?*"* i* - -
•
-




IOC 3 1 0. 16 0.08 8 0.232
2 0.15 . 8 0. 22
3 0. 16 0.088 0.232
4 0.07 0.020 0. 120
5 0. 17 0.0^6 0.24 4
6 0.06 0.013 0. 107
7 0. 07 0.02 0. 120
0.08 0.027 0. 133
9 0. 06 0.013 0.107
10 0.05 0.00 7 0. 0^3
_ 11
12
_ _ _ 0. 02 0.0 . 0.04/
0. 1070.06 0.013
13 0. 0? 0.0 0.04 7
14 0.02 0.0 0. 04 7
15 0.0] 0.0 0.0 30
16 0.02 0.0 0. 04 7
17 CO 0.0 0.0
1G 0.02 0.0 0. 04 7
19 0. 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0 0.
40 1 0.23 0. 192 0. 368
2 0. 18 0.105 0.255
3 0.20 C. 122 0. 278
4 0.18 0.105 0. 255
5 0. 13 0. 064 0. 196
6 0. 15 0.080 0.220
7 0. 12 C . 5 6 0. 184
8 0. 10 0.041 0. 15^
9 0.07 0.020 0. 120
10 J. 09 0.034 0. 146
11 0. 12 0.05b 0. 1^4
12 0.04 0.002 0.073
13 0.07 0.020 0. 120
14 '
15
0. 04 0.002 - 0.073
0.06 0.013 0. 10 7
16 0. 06 0.013 0. 107
17 0.06 0.013 0. 107
18 0.03 0.0 0.06 3
19
20









R F P C
'














































OK NOT, CLUSTf 1 D p p FROM 10 000 Ff'T
ERRI ME r Ef?S
CBAB1 LI TY r, F 9 5 e ; c r5NFIDENCE LIMITS
BOMBS WITHIN ON PROBABILITY
METERS OF TGT I )WER UPPFR
••iv ;; „ . >/ i jf i i • • .
0.32 0.229 0. 41 1
0. 32 0.229 0.41 1
0.25 0.165 0. 33 5
0. 17 0. 396 0.244
0.23 . 1 ' ) 2 0.368
0. 17 0.096 0.24 4
0.24 0. 156 0. 324
0. 10 0.041 0.159
0.13 0. 105 0. 255
0.15 0. 03 0.22
0.09 0.0 34 0.146
0. 13 0.064 0. 196
0.14 0.072 0.208
0. 05 0. 007 0. 093
0.06 0.013 0.107
0. 12 0.056 0. 184
0.15 . 0.220
0. 05 0. 037 0. 39 3
C.03 0.0 0.06 3
0. 31 0.0 0. 03
0. 34 0.247 0.433
0.3 7 0.27 5 0.46 5
0. 28 0. 192 0.368
0.13 0.105 0. 25 5
0. 29 0.201 0.379
. 2 B 0.19 2. 0. 36 3
0. 31 0.219 0.4 31
0.23 0.19 2 0. 368
0.21 0. 1?0 0.293
0.2 3 0.148 0.312
0. 19 0. 1 13 0.2t>7
0.2 5 0. 165 0. 33 5
0. 15 0. 08 0.22
0.18 0.105 - 0. 25 5
0.22 0. 139 0.301
0.17 0.396 0. 244
0. OS 0. 32 7 0. 133







HIT PROBABILITIES R;R 3O0KN0T,
TAPGFT LC-CAT K'.s ERROR
















































PROBABII I TV ^
-' BOMBS WITHI!
"




0.35 . 2 o 1












0. 15 0. 080
0.19 0.11 3





















0. 18 0. 105
0.12 0.056
CNF IOFNCE i IV
ON PPPdABIl IT
v












































HIT PROBABILITIES FOR 300KNOT, CLUSTF p ;pqp
TARGET LOCATION ERROR METERS
RAMGF NUMBER PROBABILITY DF 95? C;
R FROM Of 4 BOMBS WITHIN HM
CEP TAPGET BOMBS B L ' METERS OF TGT I OWE J
•
>. ' ' » ' <, -' . y .* w . ,- -( » t
100 90 1 0.54 0.442
2 0.51 0.412
3 0.56 0. 46 3
4 0. 53 . '+ 3 2
5 0.55 0.452
6 0.50 0.40 2











LJ 0.3 3 0.23 3
19 -0.25 0. 165
20 0.27 0.183
100 1 0.62 0.525
2 0. 74 0.654
3 . 6 f> 0.567
4 0. 53 0.4 83
5 0.62 0.525




10 0.61 0. 514
11 0.4? 0.323
12 0.48 0.3 82
13 0.43 0.333
14 • 0.49 0.392
15 0.44 0.343
16 0.40 0.3 04
17 0.42 0.323
18 0.33 0.23S
• 19 0.27 0. 183
20 0.29 0.201































0. 6 9 1
0. 6 E
0. 7 0C













COMPUTER OUTPUT OP RESULTS OF
TPQ/MAF MODEL SIMULATION
jo^ TYPE = 1
NO. OF SITES= 3
TARGET MIX'= 1




TGTS NO, BOMBS NO. BOMBS
ATTEMPTED OK' TGT DROPPED






















NO. OF TRIALS= 20
"AVE. TTOTT'GTS HIT= "42.
STO.. DEV.= 2,2
NO. TGTS ATTEXPTED(Pc» TRIAL}= 50
•AVE.- NO. --BOM8S-0N-TGT=-- -305.
STD. DEV.= 13.6






































































































































NJ. CF TRI ALS= 20
AVF. MO". TGTS HIT =
STO. Dt V.=

















TGTS TGTS NO. BOMBS NC. BCMBS
HIT ATTEMPTED ON TGT DROPPED
jM. # * 54. ******.*:<< **•**-*»> >*--«•. 5* # $l >}; :<.• it. $ £
42 50 316 614
42 53 336 6 14
41 50 2 88 614
42 50 305 614





45 53 317 614
43 50 291 614
45 50 313 614
41 53 331 614
44 50 313 614
42 50 299 614
43 53 283 614
41 50 289 614
40 50 3 04 614
46 50 326 614
41 50 303 614
42 53 313 614







T ATTEMPTEDtPER TRIAL) = 50
BOMBS ON TGT= 304.
STD. OEV.= 12.7
I. BOMBS DROPPEOIPER TRIAL)= 614
2hH

TPO TYPE = 2
NO. OF SITES= 1
TARGET MIX= 1
SI TE LOCATIONS X Y
S I T E I 35. 35.
TRIAL TGTS TGTS
NO. HIT ATTEMPTED
* * * it * *•** A * * £: * * ** * $
1 39 50
2 35 50
































































NO. CF TRIALS^ 20
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT* 38.
STD. DEV.= 2.7
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDCPER TRIAL)= 50
AVF. NO. BOMBS ON TGT= 264.
STD. DEV.= 14.1




















































































AVF. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTFMPTEDCPER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=










TPQ TYPE = 2
NO. OF SITES= 3
TARGET MIX= 2
SITE LOCATIONS X
S I T E 1 0.
SITE2 35.




jfcV' *•-*•-'' ^•^fcj^ >v. *4^,i $ * y






7 4 2 50
8 46 5)
9 45 50
10 4 5 50
11 38 50
12 44 50
13 4 2 50
14 44 50
15 40 50
16 39 5 3
17 43 50






















































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDtPER TRIAL)
AVF. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=







































































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. BCMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=











NO. OF SITES =










































































NO. CF TRIALS= 20
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT- 41.
STD. DEV.= 2.5
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAL)= 50
AVE. NO. BOMBS DN TGT= 188.
STD. DEV.= 12.3












































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT*
STD. D£V.=
NO, TGTS ^ATTEMPTED I PER TRIAL) =
AVE. NO. BOMBS CN TGT=
STD. DEV.=










TPO TYPE = 2
no. of s
i
t f; S = 1
TARGET M1X = 2
SITE LOCATIONS X Y

























































































































AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=






















































































































NO. CF TRI ALS=





NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDtPER TRIAL)= 50
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT= 402.
STD. DEV.= 15.3









































































































































50NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDCPER TRIAU =
AVE. NC. BOMBS GN TGT= 421.
STD. DEV.= 13.2





































































































































NO. CF TRIAL.S= 20
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT= 45.
STD. DEV.= 1.8
NOV TGTS ATTEMPTED (PER TRIAL )= 50
AVE. NO. BCMBS ON TGT= -397.
STD. DEV.= 14.7










TRI AL TGTS TGTS
NO. HIT ATTEMPTED
























NO. BOMBS NO. BOMBS
ON TGT DROPPED





















NO. CF TRIALS= 20




NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDIPER TRIAL)= 50

































































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT-
STD. DEV.=
-NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEO(PER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=










































































































































NO. OF TRIALS^ 20
AVE. NO. TGTS HI T= 42.
STD. DEV.= 1.9
N0~. TGTS ATTEMPTED (PER TRIAL) ~ 50
AVE. NC. SCMBS ON TGT= 338.
STD. DEV.= 13.7
TOTAL NC. BOMBS DRCPPED(P5R TRIAL )= 614
260

TPQ TYPE = 2
NO. OF SITES= 3
TARGET MIX= 1
SITE LOCAT IONS X Y
S I T E 1 0. 5.
SIT C 2 35. 70.
SITF3 -3 5. 35.
TRIAL TGTS TGTS NO. BOMBS NO. BOMBS
NO. HIT ATTEMPTED ON TGT DPOPPFD
* .-: >jc 5k & * 5*" "3^' ^ ^ if zx & & iAxx.^ir. ^#2}.-* £*:».# *. * * * .$ * + A
1 43 50 329 614
2 44 50 326 614
3 44 50 313 614
4 41 50 321 614
5 42 50 317 614
6 48 50 3 38 614
7 43 5 3 09 614
8 4 8 5J 34 2 614
9 46 50 316 614
10 46 50 3 36 614






13 43 50 322 614
14 44 50 293 614
15 43 50 320 614
16 43 50 331 614
1 1 45 50 339 614
18 44 50 325 614
19 44 50 3 32 614
2 4 5 50 327 614
NO. OF TRIALS*
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STO. DEV.=
NO. TGTS AT TEMPT ED (PER TRIAL )=
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=~
STD. DEV.=










TPG TY PE - 2
NO. OF S I T F S = 2
TARGET M I X = 1
sue l o X Y




TRIAL TGTS T GTS NO. 30MB
S
NO. BOMBS
NO. HI T ATTEMPTED ON TOT DROPPED
*-*
,> Jop ) a A A V # * if- if. A *» » -A « A tf, -^.ic * £ $ * *#*****.
1 43 50 3 29 614
2 A 1 50 311 614
3 43 50 295 614
4 42 5 3 )8 614
5 41 50 296 614
6 48 50 320 614
7 43 53 284 614
















1'. 42 50 2 74 614
15 42 50 286 614










6141 8 4 2
19 4 3 50 316 614
20 46 50 316 614
NO. OF TRIALS- 20
AVE. NO. TGTS HI T- 43.
STD. DEV.= 2.1
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED (PER TRIAL)= 50
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT= 307.
STD. DEV.= 15.5
TOTAL NO. BOMBS DROPPED (PER TRIAL ) = 614
262

TPQ TYP c = 2
NO. F SITES= 2
TARGE T M I X = 1
SITL: LOC X Y
SITF1 0. 5 •
SITE2 -35. 35 •
TRI AL TGTS TGTS NO. BOMBS NO. BOMBS
NO. HIT ATTEMPTED ON TGT DROPPED









3 39 50 185 614
4 31 50 189 614
5 4 2 50 189 614
6 44 50 203 614
7 37 50 19 5 614
8 44 50 220 614
9 39 5 192 614
10 — 40 50 205 614
11 35 50 188 614
12 40 50 223 614
13 41 50 199 614
14 41 53 183 614
15 41 50 201 614








6141 8 40 50
19 39 50 195 614
23 41 53 235 614
NO. OF TRIALS=
AVF. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDIPER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
- STD. DEV.=












































































































































NO. OF- TRIAL S = "'
~
AVE. NC. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDtPER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=



































































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
_STD> DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAL ) =
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=





















































































































AVF. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. 3CMBS CN TGT=
STP. DEV.=










TPO TYPE = 2
NO. np SITES'* 1
TARGET MIX= 1




jj. t £ * £ H it X.
614
A 1 A
TRIAL TGTS TGTS NO. BOMBS
NO. HIT ATTEMPTED ON T GT
1 34 50 185
£ JA } J ID/
3 36 50 166




5 36 53 ' 178
6 41 50 193




8 41 53 197
9 35 50 175










IU OH 5U 1 7t)
11 34 5 3 181
12 36 50 206
13 35 50 180
14 31 5 160
15 37 50 181
16 36 53 153
17 4 2 50 2 00
1i> '11 c | 170
6 14
614
A 1 AIt) t> ( 5J l l >
19 35 5 179






"NU. Lr 1 K 1 A L 3 =
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT= 35.
^TD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED (PER TRIAL)*-
3.2
50
AVE. NO. BCMBS ON TGT= 181.
STO. DE V • -























TRI AL TGTS TG 1 S
NO . HIT ATTEMPTED
fc*$ if.A ***3< * # *: ^- *• rt lis A *
501 3 8










12 4 2 5J
13 39 5
14 4 5 )
15 34 5JD
16 37 50



















































AVE. NC. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAL)=
AVE . NO. BOMBS ON TGT =
STD. CEV.=




























TRIAL TGTS TGTS NO.BCMBS NC. BOMBS
NC. HIT ATTEMPTED ON TGT DROPPED
1
if. ttJr.v. i: A * *• A j}c A * *
- - c n
if. -* •&. -if. i >;* *;<
192
if * 4 * * Vt j)c jfc
614H 1 50
2 41 53 181 6 14
3 43 50 179 614
A 41 50 192 614
5 4 3 53 181 614
6 46 50 193 614
7 42 5 177 614
3 46 53 213 6 14
9 45 50 175 614
10 4 5 50 193 614
11 39 53 174 614
12 44 50 2 09 614
13 42 50 203 614
14 43 50 164 614
15 39 53 185 614
16 39 50 193 614




19 4 3 50 196 614
20 45 50 209 614
NO. CF TRIALS= 20
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT= 42.
STD. QEV.= 2.3
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDIPER TRIAL)= 50
AVE.-N'T. BOMBS CN TGT= 191.
STD- DEV.= 13.5

































































































































NO.- CF TRIALS =*
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STC. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDIPER TRIAL)=
AVE. NC. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.~



























































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STO. DEV.=





-AVE-.-NO. -8CM3S ON TGT=
STO. DEV.=





































































































































AVE. NO.' TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTEDIPER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. 3CM3S CN TGT=
STO. DEV.=








































































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED (PER TRIALJ=
AVE. NO. BOMBS CN TGT=
STD. DEV.=











R'. OF 5ITfS =
HGET MIX =
Sl-E LOCATIONS
























































NO. 3 MP. S
ON TGT













































AE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
tt.-IGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAD-
IE. NO. B0M3S ON TGT=
STD. DEV.^-










TPO TYP C =
NO. OF SITFS=
TARGET MIX =















TRI AL TGTS TGTS
MO. HI T ATTEMPTED
*^i. -"--A ta * # •. * >': * * * # # A * *
















50 -1 ( 46
10 45 50
19 4 5 50
2 3 49 5)
NO. BOMBS
ON TGT












































NO. OF TRIALS= 20
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STO. D£V.=








TOTAL DO. BOMBS DR~CPPED(PER TRIAL)= 614
277

TPO TYP C =
NO. OF SITPS=
TARGET MIX=




















































































NO. BOMBS NO. BOMBS
ON TGT DROPPED






















AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STO. DEV.=





AVE. -NO. BOMBS ON TGT= 420.
STD. PEV.= 13.1


















TRI AL TGTS TGTS
NO. HIT ATTEMPTED
**tv " #xrx: I: •K 5& v< •* -ft; •* 4; y-: v
1 44 50
~2r 45 50
3 4 5 5)
4 44 50
5 44 50









15 45 • 50
16 43 50
17 46 53
1 8 44 50
19 44 50
2J 48 5)
NO. BOMBS NO. BOMBS
ON TGT DROPPED
nA+tKir. *< -* # i: * *





















NO. OF TR!AL'S =
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STO. OEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTFD(PER TRIAL ) =













TAP. GET "IX =
SITE LOCATIONS
SITF1




























































































































AVE." NO.' TGTS HIT =
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAL)=
-AVE .-NO. BOMBS--eN--TGT-=
STD. DfcV.=












T A R G E T M I X =
SITE LOCATIONS








TRIAL TGTS TGTS NO. BOMBS NO. BOMBS
NO. HIT ATTEMPTED ON TGT DROPPED
$ £ ji &A 3p * V ' 4: yf. -i- *- if 5K A fc A *i.%: * * tf. tc. * & ** ** * * it. *
1 42 50 422 614
2 42 5 J 4 12 6 14






5 4 2 614
6 44 50 414 614
7 44 50 405 614
a 44 5J 4 23 61A
9 4 5 50 399 614
- 10 41 50 3 95 614
ii 43 53 A 03 614
12 42 50 413 614
13 4 4 50 397 614
14 4 50 379 614
15 43 50 397 614
lb 41 50 411 614
1 J 47 50 423 614
18 4 3 50 403 614
19 41 5J 433 614
20 4 2 50 412 614
NO.- OF TRIALS=
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STO. DEV.=





AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT= 406.
STD. DEV.= 11.5

































































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEV.=
NO. TGTS ATTEMPTED(PER TRIAL)=
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STD. DEV.=







































































































































AVE. NO. TGTS HI T =
STD. DCV.=





AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
STO. DFV.=







NO . OF SITES=
TARGET MIX=
SITE LOCATIONS










;fc £ * * v1 : * * rt
NO. BOMBS
DROPPED






















-NO . OP T R I A L S =~
AVE. NO. TGTS HIT=
STD. DEW=
NO. -TGTS AT TEMPT ED (PER TRIALI=
AVE. NO. BOMBS ON TGT=
- STD. DEV .^
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